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Direct Torque Control for Dual Three-Phase
Induction Motor Drives
Radu Bojoi, Francesco Farina, Giovanni Griva, Francesco Profumo, Senior Member, IEEE, and
Alberto Tenconi, Member, IEEE
Abstract—A direct torque control (DTC) strategy for dual
three-phase induction motor drives is discussed in this paper. The
induction machine has two sets of stator three-phase windings spa-
tially shifted by 30 electrical degrees. The DTC strategy is based
on a predictive algorithm and is implemented in a synchronous
reference frame aligned with the machine stator flux vector. The
advantages of the discussed control strategy are constant inverter
switching frequency, good transient and steady-state performance,
and low distortion of machine currents with respect to direct
self-control (DSC) and other DTC schemes with variable switching
frequency. Experimental results are presented for a 10-kW DTC
dual three-phase induction motor drive prototype.
Index Terms—Deadbeat algorithm, digital control, direct torque
control, dual three-phase induction machine, multiphase drives.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE MAIN advantage of multiphase drives is the possibil-ity to divide the controlled power on more inverter legs.
That will reduce the current stress of each switch compared
with a three-phase converter. For this reason, multiphase drives
are convenient in high-power and/or high-current applications
such as ship propulsion, aerospace applications, and elec-
tric/hybrid vehicles. Other potential advantages of multiphase
drives over three-phase ones are [1]–[4]: 1) lower torque pul-
sations at high frequency; 2) reduced rotor harmonic currents
for induction motor drives; 3) higher power per rms ampere
ratio for the same machine volume; and 4) reduced harmonic
content of the dc-link current in case of voltage source inverter
(VSI)-fed drives. Other potential advantages concern a higher
reliability at system level, since a multiphase induction machine
can operate with an asymmetric winding structure in case of
loss of one or more inverter legs/machine phases.
A very interesting and discussed in the literature multiphase
solution is the dual three-phase induction machine having two
sets of three-phase windings spatially shifted by 30 electrical
degrees with isolated neutral points (Fig. 1).
In applications like electrical vehicles, often the low available
dc-link voltage imposes high phase currents for a three-phase
drive. In this case, the dual three-phase induction machine could
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Fig. 1. Dual three-phase induction machine.
be an interesting alternative to the conventional three-phase
counterpart. In addition, the redundancy of the phase number
can be exploited in case of failures [4].
During the last three decades, the literature related to dual
three-phase induction motor drives has covered an entire path:
from machine modeling and design [5]–[8], through the steady-
state analysis of the six-step operation using voltage source or
current source inverters [9], [10], to vector control [11] using
suitable pulsewidth-modulation (PWM) techniques [12]–[14]
and current control solutions [15].
Traction drives require accurate control of machine flux and
torque. The volt per hertz control solutions for dual three-
phase induction motor drives [9] have limited performance. For
this reason, a rotor field-oriented control (RFOC) solution has
been proposed in [11] in order to get decoupled control of the
flux and torque. The RFOC scheme must use current control
0093-9994/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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loops to impose the flux and torque, producing stator current
components. An alternative solution is the use of direct torque
control (DTC) strategies [16], [17]. In the literature, there are
only a few references concerning DTC multiphase induction
motor drives; such references are related mainly to five-phase
induction motors [18].
To simplify the control scheme and to improve the dy-
namic performance by eliminating the current control loops,
the proposed paper presents a DTC solution for dual three-
phase induction motor drives as a possible alternative to FOC
schemes.
II. MACHINE MODEL
To model the dual three-phase induction machine, the vector
space decomposition (VSD) approach [12] has been used under
the following assumptions.
• The windings are sinusoidally distributed and the rotor
cage is equivalent to a six-phase wound rotor.
• The magnetic saturation and the core losses are neglected.
The mutual leakage inductances are zero since the ma-
chine uses full-pitch stator windings.
According to the VSD, the original six-dimensional (6-D)
system of the machine can be decomposed into three orthogonal
subspaces (α, β), (µ1, µ2), and (z1, z2), introducing a 6 × 6
transformation matrix [T6] [12] having the following properties.
• The fundamental components of the machine variables
and the harmonics of order k = 12n± 1, (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .)
are mapped in the (α, β) subspace. These components
contribute to the air-gap flux.
• The harmonics of order k = 6n± 1, (n = 1, 3, 5, . . .) are
transformed in the (µ1, µ2) subspace. These harmonics
(the 5th, 7th, 17th, 19th, . . .) do not contribute to the
air-gap flux since the (α, β) and (µ1, µ2) subspaces are
orthogonal.
• The zero-sequence components are mapped in the (z1, z2)
subspace.
Hence, from the point of view of flux and torque production,
the analysis and control of the machine using the VSD approach
are greatly simplified since the machine model in the (α, β)
subspace is identical to the model of a three-phase machine
(Fig. 2).
If the two stator sets have isolated neutral points (Fig. 1),
it can be demonstrated that no current components flow in
the (z1, z2) subspace [12]. For this reason, the machine model
referred to the stationary reference frame can be reduced to
two sets of decoupled equations corresponding to the machine
(α, β) and (µ1, µ2) subspaces [11].
A. Machine Model in the (α, β) Subspace


vs = Rsi¯s + pλs
0 = Rr i¯r + pλr − jωrλr
λs = Lsi¯s + Mi¯r
λr = Mi¯s + Lr i¯r
Te = 3P2 (λsαisβ − λsβisα)


vs = vsα + jvsβ
i¯s = isα + jisβ
i¯r = irα + jirβ
λs = λsα + jλsβ
λr = λrα + jλrβ
(1)
Fig. 2. Single-phase equivalent circuits of the machine.
where ωr is the rotor speed, P is the number of poles, and p =
d/dt. The machine parameters are reported in the Appendix.
As shown in (1), flux and torque production involves only
quantities in the (α, β) subspace, and consequently machine
control is simplified since it needs to act only on a two-
dimensional (2-D) subspace. Thus, machine flux and torque are
controlled with the voltage commands in (α, β) subspace, so
flux estimation can use estimators normally employed for three-
phase machines.
B. Machine Model in the (µ1, µ2) Subspace[
vsµ1
vsµ2
]
=
[
Rs + Llsp 0
0 Rs + Llsp
] [
isµ1
isµ2
]
. (2)
The specific aspect of dual three-phase machines is that
the PWM modulation technique must simultaneously ob-
tain the voltage commands in the (α, β) subspace and mini-
mize the harmonic voltages generated in the (µ1, µ2) subspace
[12]–[14]. These harmonic voltages must be as low as possible
to avoid large stator loss-producing current harmonics of order
k = 6n± 1 [12], [13].
III. DTC CONTROL SCHEME
The main goal of a DTC scheme is to obtain a fast decoupled
control of the stator flux and the electromagnetic torque without
inner current control loops [16]. From the literature, the more
interesting DTC solutions can be divided into two main groups:
• direct self-control (DSC) and switching table-based
DTC (ST-DTC); these solutions give variable switching
frequency;
• DTC based on the deadbeat solution of the machine equa-
tions; this strategy imposes constant switching frequency
and also requires a PWM.
A. DSC and DTC Based on Switching Table
As shown in [12], a six-phase inverter provides 48 inde-
pendent nonzero vectors and one zero vector to form a 12-
sided four-layer polygon in each machine subspace. Even with
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Fig. 3. Simulated DSC scheme for dual three-phase induction motor drive.
Fig. 4. Simulation results for the DSC strategy showing the machine startup.
(Top) Te (Nm). (Bottom) ωr (r/min).
a larger number of available voltage vectors compared with the
case of three-phase inverters, the DSC [19] and the ST-DTC
[16] are seriously penalized by the relatively high harmonic
content of the phase currents due to the current harmonics
generated in the (µ1, µ2) subspace. Thus, the overall drive
efficiency will be reduced. As an example, a DSC scheme
has been simulated for the dual three-phase induction machine
prototype considered in this paper using the schematic block
diagram in Fig. 3. The hysteresis band for the torque controller
has been set at 10% rated torque. The simulation results are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for the drive startup at no load followed
by a rated load step change.
The simulation results for the DSC show distorted phase
currents, especially at light load. For this reason, this strategy
is suitable only for high-power low switching frequency appli-
cations such as traction drives [19], [20].
An ST-DTC basic scheme, implemented as for three-phase
machines [16], [17], has been simulated using the schematic
block illustrated in Fig. 6 under the same operating conditions
as the DSC scheme.
Based on the estimated stator flux position, torque (three-
level) and flux (two-level) hysteresis regulators are used to
generate the inverter switching functions by means of a switch-
ing table (Fig. 6). The ST-DTC strategy is based on the VSD
approach and uses only voltage vectors from the external layer
Fig. 5. Simulation results for the DSC strategy. (Left) ias (A) at no load.
(Right) ias (A) at rated load.
Fig. 6. Simulated ST-DTC scheme for a dual three-phase induction motor
drive.
of a 12-sided polygon in the (α, β) subspace [12], [13] together
with the zero vector. This technique is the extension of that used
for three-phase drives [16], [17], where six nonzero voltage
vectors (forming a six-side polygon) and a zero vector are used.
The simulation results for the ST-DTC scheme (Figs. 7 and 8)
are similar with those obtained for the DSC in terms of phase
current distortion since only the (α, β) subspace is controlled.
However, some improvements for the ST-DTC scheme can be
obtained for dual three-phase machines. The key issue is the
ST design and the DTC strategy in order to get sinusoidal
machine phase currents by minimizing the current components
in the (µ1, µ2) subspace. Different ST design solutions and
ST-DTC techniques have been discussed and experimented
in [21] with good torque and flux regulation performance
but without solving completely the phase currents distortion
problem. For this reason, the ST-DTC for dual three-phase
drives can be considered as an interesting topic subjected to
further improvements, and more research work is expected to
be performed in the future.
B. Deadbeat DTC
In some applications, it is preferred to have constant switch-
ing frequency to obtain quasi-sinusoidal phase currents. In
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Fig. 7. Simulation results for the ST-DTC strategy showing the machine
startup. (Top) Te (Nm). (Bottom) ωr (r/min).
Fig. 8. Simulation results for the ST-DTC strategy. (Left) ias (A) at no load.
(Right) ias (A) at rated load.
this case, the mean values of torque and flux are controlled
over a constant sampling period. A digital direct mean torque
control (DMTC) technique has been presented in [22] for three-
phase induction motor drives, where a prediction of the inverter
switching instants is performed in order to yield constant in-
verter switching frequency.
The deadbeat DTC scheme presented in this paper aims at
computing an average stator voltage command vector in order
to control the mean values of the stator flux and the electromag-
netic torque over a sampling period. This technique uses PWM
inverter operation with constant switching frequency; quasi-
sinusoidal phase currents are obtained using appropriate PWM
strategies [12]–[14].
The DTC scheme used in this paper is based on the simplified
circuit shown in Fig. 9, where Rs is the stator resistance, L′s is
the stator transient inductance, and es is the back electromotive
force (EMF) to be estimated from the machine model.
Fig. 9. Simplified equivalent circuit of the machine model in (α, β) using the
VSD approach.
The mathematical background of the DTC scheme is based
on that described in [23] and [24]. The time derivative of the
machine torque obtained from (1) is
dTe
dt
= 3
P
2
(
dλs
dt
i¯s + λs
di¯s
dt
)
. (3)
The discretized form of (3), using a first-order approxima-
tion, is
Te(k + 1)− Te(k)
Ts
= 3
P
2
(
λs(k + 1)− λs(k)
Ts
i¯s(k) + λs(k)
i¯s(k + 1)− i¯s(k)
Ts
)
(4)
where Ts is the sampling time of the DTC algorithm.
The DTC deadbeat approach aims at obtaining the reference
values of the electromagnetic torque T ∗e and stator flux λ∗s in
just one sampling time, i.e.,
{
T ∗e = Te(k + 1)
λ
∗
s = λs(k + 1).
(5)
In this case, (4) becomes
∆Te =
3
2
P (∆λsi¯s + λs∆i¯s) (6)
where ∆Te = T ∗e − Te is the torque variation to be produced
by the variations of the stator flux ∆λ¯s = λ
∗
s − λs and the
stator current ∆i¯s vectors over one sampling time Ts. The
torque value Te and also the stator flux vector λ¯s are estimated
quantities at the current (kth) sampling time.
Due to the large field-weakening range imposed to the drive,
the stator flux variation ∆λs has been taken into account, while
in [23] and [24] it has been neglected. Based on the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 9, (6) becomes
2∆TeL′s
3PTs
= v∗ (L′si¯s) + λs (v
∗
s − es) (7)
where v∗ is the voltage vector that will achieve the deadbeat
control of the torque. After adding to v∗ the voltage drop across
the stator resistance, the stator voltage command vector v∗s will
be obtained.
To simplify the computational effort, the deadbeat algorithm
has been implemented in a (d, q) synchronous reference frame
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aligned with the stator flux vector. In this case, only the com-
mand voltage on the d-axis behind the stator resistance will
impose the stator flux variation, i.e.,
v∗d =
∆λs
Ts
=
λ∗s − λs
Ts
. (8)
The q-axis reference voltage that will achieve the deadbeat
control of the torque can be easily obtained from (7) as
v∗q =
2∆TeL
′
s
3PTs
− v∗dL′siqs + λseqs
λs − L′sids
. (9)
Besides the advantages regarding the simplicity of the al-
gorithm, the implementation in synchronous reference frame
avoids the problems related to the division by zero, which
occurs for stationary frame implementation [23]. Thus, the
additional rotational transformations required by the (d, q)
implementation are justified. Furthermore, they do not rep-
resent an important computational effort for the digital
processor.
The back-EMF component eqs in the synchronous reference
frame can be computed by applying the rotational transforma-
tion (α, β) → (d, q) to the back-EMF components computed
in the (α, β) stationary reference frame. These voltages are
computed from (1) as
{
esα = − 1τr (λsα − Lsisα)− ωr (λsβ − L′sisβ)
esβ = − 1τr (λsβ − Lsisβ) + ωr (λsα − L′sisα)
(10)
where τr = Lr/Rr is the rotor time constant, and λsα and
λsβ are the stator flux components in stationary frame that are
estimated by a stator flux estimator.
Once the reference vector ve∗ is computed in (d, q) synchro-
nous reference frame, the stator reference voltage vector v∗s in
the (α, β) stationary reference frame is obtained performing an
inverse rotational transformation and subsequently adding the
voltage drop across the stator resistance, i.e.,
v∗s = v
e∗ejϑe + Rsi¯s (11)
where ϑe is the stator flux vector position provided by a stator
flux estimator.
Based on (7)–(11), the presented algorithm is able to simulta-
neously control both the stator flux and the machine torque in a
deadbeat fashion with high dynamic performance without cur-
rent control loops. This algorithm is extremely simple but needs
an accurate stator flux estimation to avoid nonzero steady-state
errors between the actual and the reference values of torque and
flux. Thus, a flux estimator robust to parameter detuning should
be used.
The deadbeat control is possible if the voltage commands
do not exceed the inverter available voltage. In case of voltage
saturation, a proper strategy has to be implemented to allow the
best available performance [25].
IV. TORQUE SATURATION STRATEGY IN THE
FIELD-WEAKENING REGION
For the machine operation above the rated speed, the machine
torque has to be limited due to the dc-link voltage limitation
and also due to the inverter current rating. In case of battery fed
inverters for electrical vehicles, the dc-link voltage is further
limited by the battery discharge. For this reason, a limitation
strategy of the DTC reference torque is considered, having as
main goal the drive stability and good dynamic performance
over the whole speed range of the drive.
The machine model referred to the rotating reference frame
(d, q) aligned with the stator flux is

ves = Rsi¯
e
s + pλ
e
s + jωeλ
e
s
0 = Rr i¯er + pλ¯
e
r + jωslipλ
e
r
Te = 3P2 λsiqs
{
λ
e
s =Lsi¯
e
s + Mi¯
e
r
λ
e
r =Mi¯
e
s + Lr i¯
e
r
(12)
where ωslip is the slip frequency.
In steady-state conditions, the (d, q) stator current compo-
nents can be easily computed from (12) as{
ids = L−1s λs + στrωslipiqs
iqs = 1−σLs
τr
1+(σωslipτr)
2 ωslipλs
(13)
where σ is the total leakage factor.
From (12) and (13), the electromagnetic torque is
obtained as
Te = 3
P
2
1− σ
Ls
τr
1 + (σωslipτr)
2 ωslipλ
2
s. (14)
The maximum electromagnetic torque value can be com-
puted as a function of the slip frequency by solving
∂Te
∂ωslip
= 0. (15)
Thus, the pull-out values of the slip and the electromagnetic
torque are [26]
Te,po = 3
P
2
1− σ
2σLs
λ2s ωslip,po =
1
στr
. (16)
From (16), it follows that drive stability is achieved only if
the slip frequency ωslip is less than the pull-out slip ωslip,po or
the DTC reference torque T ∗e is limited according to
|T ∗e | < Te,po. (17)
The field-weakening strategy of the stator flux reference
computation uses the (1/ωr) strategy, which is almost optimal
for stator flux orientation [26]. Thus, the stator flux reference
for the DTC algorithm is generated according to
λ∗s = λs,ratedωbase|ωr|−1, |ωr| > ωbase (18)
where λs,rated is the rated stator flux and ωbase is the drive base
speed computed as
ωbase =
Vs,max
λs,rated
. (19)
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Fig. 10. Torque saturation in the field-weakening range.
In (19), Vs,max is the maximum phase voltage provided
by the inverter; it depends on the dc-link voltage, the PWM
strategy, and on the inverter switch ON state voltage drops and
the inverter dead-time effects.
If Te,max is the maximum machine overload torque (corre-
sponding to the maximum overload current), then the machine
torque must also be limited in field-weakening range to the
value given by
Tlim = Te,maxωbase |ωr|−1 . (20)
Both (17) and (20) give the ideal DTC maximum value of the
reference torque to achieve stable operation of the drive as
Te,sat = min(Tlim, Te,po). (21)
According to (16)–(21), the DTC reference torque is first
limited by the maximum torque curve (20) up to the speed
ωpo. For speed values higher than ωpo, the maximum torque is
limited by the pull-out torque curve (16). The boundary speed
ωpo is computed from (16) and (20) as
ωpo = 3
P
2
1− σ
2σLs
λ2s,rated
Tmax
ωbase. (22)
In practice, the field-weakening technique uses a boundary
speed ωbase1, which is slightly smaller than ωpo, as shown in
Fig. 10. Up to ωbase1, the machine torque is limited by (20);
for speeds higher than ωbase1, the torque is limited to keep the
slip frequency constant and equal to ωslip1, which is the slip
frequency corresponding to ωbase1. The value of ωslip1 can be
computed from (16)–(21) as
ωslip1 =
1−√1− (2Kσ)2
2Kσ2τr
(23)
where K = TmaxLs(3(P/2)(1− σ)(ωbase/ωbase1)λ2s,rated)−1.
The saturation value of the torque for speed values above
ωbase1 will be
Te,sat = 3
P
2
1− σ
Ls
τr
1 + (σωslip1τr)
2 ωslip1λ
2
s. (24)
In conclusion, the torque saturation strategy in the field-
weakening region can be summarized as

Te,sat = Tmax, if |ωr| ≤ ωbase
Te,sat = Tmaxωbase|ωr|−1, if ωbase < |ωr| ≤ ωbase1
Te,sat = 3P2
1−σ
Ls
τrωslip1λ
2
s
1+(σωslip1τr)2
, if |ωr| > ωbase1.
(25)
To prevent problems caused by parameter detuning, the value
of ωbase1 is chosen slightly smaller than ωpo to guarantee
proper operation of the drive in the deep flux weakening region.
That is equivalent to limiting the machine torque to a value
slightly smaller than the pull-out torque in order to achieve
stable operation for the drive.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental tests have been performed with a 10-kW
dual three-phase induction motor prototype whose parameters
are given in the Appendix. The switching frequency of the six-
phase insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) inverter has been
set at 10 kHz. The inverter dc-link voltage is 120 V.
The block diagram of the digital DTC scheme for dual three-
phase induction motor drives is shown in Fig. 11.
The control algorithm has been implemented on the dSPACE
DS1103 PPC Controller Board. The digital control algorithm
uses a 10-kHz sampling frequency. The PWM modulator uses
the double zero-sequence injection modulation technique that
gives satisfactory results regarding harmonics minimization in
the (µ1, µ2) subspace [11], [13].
The experimental results are shown in Figs. 12–16 for two
different tests. For the first test, a square wave reference speed
whose amplitude is equal to 500 r/min to saturate the speed con-
troller is applied to the control system. The transient response
of the drive in terms of estimated machine torque Te, estimated
stator flux λs, synchronous frame (d, q), stator currents compo-
nents idqs, and rotor speed ωr is shown in Fig. 12.
The results of Fig. 12 show a good flux and torque regu-
lation. The (d, q) synchronous reference frame stator current
components are not decoupled, as demonstrated by (13). Thus,
any torque transient will affect the d-axis current component, as
shown in Fig. 12.
The second test consisted of a startup of the drive to
6000 r/min (∼= 600 Hz) followed by speed reversal using a
ramp speed reference. The estimated electromagnetic torque,
the stator flux, and the rotor speed for this test are shown in
Fig. 13.
The field-weakening strategy described by (18) and (25)
computes the reference stator flux and limits the machine
torque in order to have a safe and stable operation of the drive
up to 600 Hz, as shown by the torque–speed curve depicted
in Fig. 14.
The steady-state operation at maximum motor speed
(∼= 600 Hz) and no load is illustrated in Fig. 15.
With constant inverter switching frequency operation al-
lowed by the DTC strategy, the machine phase currents are
practically sinusoidal, as shown in Figs. 16 and 17 for full-load
and no-load operation. However, this advantage is facilitated
by the PWM modulator (Fig. 11), which uses the double
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Fig. 11. Experimental dual three-phase induction motor DTC scheme.
Fig. 12. Experimental results for a square-wave reference speed applied to the
drive. From top to bottom: Te (Nm); λs (Vs); ids (A); iqs (A); and ωr (r/min).
zero-sequence injection modulation technique. This PWM
strategy is able to achieve reasonably low harmonic voltages
generated in the (µ1, µ2) subspace, reducing in this way the
stator loss-producing current harmonics of order k = 6n± 1
[11], [13].
VI. CONCLUSION
The paper deals with a direct torque control (DTC) scheme
for dual three-phase induction motor drives. The specific aspect
of dual three-phase machines is their sensitivity to any har-
monic voltage of order k = 6n± 1, (n = 1, 3, 5, . . .) generated
Fig. 13. Startup of the drive with inertial load to 6000 r/min (∼= 600 Hz). From
top to bottom: Te (Nm); λs (Vs); and ωr (r/min).
in the (µ1, µ2) subspace. These harmonic voltages generate
large stator loss-producing current harmonics that decrease the
drive efficiency.
For this reason, the DTC strategy for dual three-phase drives
must have as main goals not only a good stator flux and
torque regulation but also a low distortion of the machine phase
currents.
Some of the DTC strategies used for the conventional three-
phase induction machines have been considered.
• The direct self control (DSC) and switching table-based
DTC (ST-DTC) strategies implemented for three-phase
machines give a variable switching frequency and dis-
torted machine phase currents, especially at light loads.
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Fig. 14. Torque–speed characteristic under torque saturation conditions.
Trace 1: Te,po (N · m). Trace 2: T ∗e (N · m). Trace 3: Te (N · m).
Fig. 15. Steady-state operation at 6000 r/min (∼= 600 Hz) and no load. (1) λsα
(Vs); (2) λsβ (Vs); (3) duty-cycle phase as δas; (4) duty-cycle phase xs δxs;
(5) isα (A); (6) isβ (A).
• The deadbeat DTC allows, by means of a pulsewidth mod-
ulation (PWM) block, constant switching frequency and
sinusoidal machine currents; for this reason, this technique
has been chosen for the dual three-phase drive presented
in this paper. The DTC control scheme has been imple-
mented in the stator flux synchronous reference frame. A
reference torque saturation strategy has been used in the
field-weakening region to guarantee the drive stability over
the whole speed range.
Besides advantages regarding the simplicity of the algo-
rithm, the DTC implementation in synchronous reference frame
Fig. 16. Machine phase currents during acceleration at full torque.
Trace 1: ias (A). Trace 2: ixs (A).
Fig. 17. Machine phase currents at maximum speed (6000 r/min) and no load.
Trace 1: ias (A). Trace 2: ixs (A).
avoids computational problems related to the division by zero,
which occurs for stationary frame implementation. The addi-
tional rotational transformations do not represent an important
computational effort for the digital processor.
The experimental results show a good response of the stator
flux and the torque in both constant torque and field-weakening
regions. For this reason, the discussed DTC scheme could be
a possible alternative to FOC schemes for dual three-phase
induction motor drives in high-current applications such as
electrical vehicles.
APPENDIX
The prototype is a 10-kW 40-V 200-Hz 12-pole full-pitch
dual three-phase induction machine with the parameters given
in Table I.
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TABLE I
MACHINE PARAMETERS
The transformation matrix [T6] is given by
[T6] =
1
3


1 − 12 − 12
√
3
2 −
√
3
2 0
0
√
3
2 −
√
3
2
1
2
1
2 −1
1 − 12 − 12 −
√
3
2
√
3
2 0
0 −
√
3
2
√
3
2
1
2
1
2 −1
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1


.
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